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Reputation for implementing policies and procedures that positively impact 
organizational effectiveness, employee satisfaction, and overall productivity. 
Highly skilled in mentoring employees for promotion, improving internal 
communications, and executing corrective actions. Extensive experience 
positively impacting organizational performance through operations, workforce 
oversight, and policy enforcement.

AUGUST 2009 – JUNE 2011
SENIOR ADMINISTRATIVE ASSOCIATE/MANAGER - ABC CORPORATION

 Serves as the principal administrative officer, assisting in administering and 
coordinating of staff activities.

 Provides specialized administrative support such as maintaining databases, 
compiling and analyzing data, preparing reports/presentations to identify and 
convey results and trends; provided advanced graphic design and advanced 
PowerPoint presentation support.

 Oversees the coordination of outgoing department correspondence.
 Maintains requisition and advertising logs and participates in orientation 

programs to inform new hires of administrative services.
 Answers incoming calls, researches and responds to inquiries, and escalates 

and/or routes calls to appropriate personnel as necessary.
 Coordinates complex travel arrangements for the manager and employees.
 Ensures accuracy of travel dates and reserves appropriate accommodations to 

facilitate travel convenience for concerned parties.

2006 – 2009
SENIOR ADMINISTRATIVE ASSOCIATE - DELTA CORPORATION

 Managed calendar and heavy travel arrangements Managed monthly billings 
(collateral, photoshoots, models, brand sampling) Maintained a high level.

 Perform duties consistent with the responsibilities of a senior-level 
administrative assistant, for two Assistant Directors, one Senior Manager.

 These duties include access to, proper conveyance of and secure storage of 
confidential information, data research, capturing and reporting, word .

 In addition, I track and reconcile 12 department budgets, totaling over $12.8 
million, and have been able to come in below budget by 15% the past 3.

 In 2015, I led the department through a large staff restructuring, and have 
developed better communication and interpersonal strategies for the whole.

 Reviewing operations and business development employees expenses to ensure
compliance pertaining to business related purchases before they are.

 Primarily responsible for the supervision of office personnel.
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EDUCATION

Bachelor of Arts in Criminal Justice - (Saint Leo University - Saint Leo, FL)

SKILLS

Personal Health Information, Multitasking, Expert With Microsoft Office.
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